Day 4: Bird Watching

Tiger and Shark here— we’re Miss Sara's cats and since we also happen to be expert bird watchers we told Miss Sara we’d take over today’s post! We think bird watching is one of the best ways to spend time indoors or out. This is a great time of year to do some bird watching and as you can see from our photo, you don’t need to go far from home to do it!

**Inviting Birds Over**

If you need some help enticing birds to come visit your yard check out Miss Maura’s [pawesome post](#) from yesterday that talks all about how to make your own bird feeders!

**Identifying Your New Bird Friends**

We've put together a list of birds we see in our backyard all the time: [Shark and Tiger's Frequent Fliers](#). Our favorite birds to watch are the cardinal and the chickadee. You can keep track of the different birds you see in your [nature journal](#). We like to draw pictures of the different birds we spot in the wild.

**Birdwatching Games**

A game we like to play while we're bird watching is “[Bird Tic-Tac-Toe](#)”. Our favorite way to play is taking turns trying to find a different bird and whoever finds it first gets to cross it off the board. But the best part of “Bird Tic-Tac-Toe” is that you can make up any rules you want!

**Share Your Findings**

Before you go we have a big favor to ask! While there are lots of awesome birds that come visit our backyard there are some birds we’ve never been able to spot!! While you’re out bird watching if you see one of the birds on [Tiger and Shark's Bird Watching Bucket List](#) could you take a picture and share it with us on Imago’s Facebook page? We’d be furever grateful!

**Journal Ideas**

- Draw pictures of the different birds you see.
- Pretend to be a bird and describe all the things you can see in your backyard/
- Create your own new, never before seen bird and give it a fun name!

**Share your bird sightings and journal entries** with us on [Facebook](#)

**Keep an eye out for future activities** on the [Imago Ranger page](#).

**Tomorrow’s Theme**: Pillbugs!

**Time to explore!**
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